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Being BOLD In 2017 
Christine Cooper - IEUA Assistant Federal Secretary 
 

It is hard to believe that it has been nine months since 100 IEU 
women from across the country came together at the IEU Women 
and Leadership conference 
 

However, as we farewell 2017, we can review our year’s BOLD 
actions and celebrate the launch of our BOLD (Building Our 
Leadership Development) program. 
 

This year we have established IEU women networks in each of our 
IEU Branches which provide a forum for IEU women to discuss 
shared issues, challenges and strategies.  
 

We have established a partnership with tLn (Teacher Learning 
Network), which has given us the capacity to provide specialised 
professional development for IEU BOLD women across the country. 
We are looking forward to even more webinars through tLn in 2018.  
 

We conducted a survey where IEU BOLD women prioritised their 
choices of discussion topics for future webinars. 
 

However, I believe that our greatest success this year has been the 
IEU Women and Leadership Facebook group which has brought 
around 50 BOLD women together to share ideas and articles. 
 

The Facebook group is your space and it has been exciting to see so 
many IEU BOLD women embrace it to lead discussions about 
women and leadership. Join it  now, if you haven’t already. 
 

BOLD is your leadership journey and as such you make the program 
successful. Thank you for a BOLD 2017 and we look forward to an 
even bigger and BOLDER 2018. 

tLn: Teacher Learning Network 
Our BOLD Webinars 

 

The IEU BOLD program is excited 
by our partnership with tLn. On 24 
October 2017, 27 IEU BOLD women 
came together through tLn to 
discuss leading at work and life. Lisa 
Heap from Victoria Trades Hall led a 
lively discussion on leadership vs 

management. Participants were challenged to identify how 
they were already leaders and the ways they could utilize 
their leadership skills and practices to enhance opportunity 
to lead social change. 
 

What major things did participants take away from the 
presentation? 

 Developing understanding of how I have demonstrated 
leadership and what I have enjoyed and learned from 
those experiences to inform my definition of “leadership” 

 The importance of connection and relationship. 

 Explore difference between leadership and management 
and the need to build a leadership narrative. 

 That we are all leaders with various skills and abilities. 

 Leadership is not a one person thing. It’s supporting 
colleagues and helping each other achieve their best. 

 Pathways to leadership and forms of leadership are 
extremely diverse. There are many opportunities for 
women to act as leaders in their workplaces.  

 

What will participants change about their practice as a 
result of this session? 

 I will actively pursue opportunities in my current role to 
demonstrate and develop leadership skills. 

 Look into different types of leadership models. 

 Be more aware of the need to keep in contact with 
colleagues. 

 I look forward to actioning the change I want to see and 
empowering others to recognise their leadership ability 
and potential. 

 The need to create a leadership philosophy to help 
maintain focus and direction. 

 Examine my own practice and think more consciously 
about leadership, both in a hierarchical and conceptual 
sense, and attempt to become more engaged. 

 Taking the initiative more without fear. 
 
Did you miss this session? Click on the following link 
to our saved BOLD tLn website to view the session: 
 

https://www.tln.org.au/Bold-women-recording/ 

Constructing Your BOLD Action Plan 
 

Essential to a BOLD union woman’s leadership 
development is an action plan. The IEU Women 
and Equity Committee has developed a guide 
which will help you construct your own BOLD 
action plan towards your leadership goals. The 
guide contains a series of questions and actions 
which aim to assist you to assess your 
strengths, your interests and to provide a step 
by step approach in the development of your 
leadership goals. Importantly, the guide is 
designed to be shared with your colleagues who 
are also developing action plans. 
 

Interested? 
 

Contact your IUE Women and Equity 
Committee member in your IEU Branch: 
 

IEU NSW/ACT -  Pam Smith 
pam@ieu.asn.au  
  
IEU VICTAS - Therese O’Loughlin 
toloughlin@ieuvictas.org.au 
 

IEUA-QNT - Caryl Davies 
cdavies@qieu.asn.au 
 

IEU WA - Kathryn Barnes 
kbarnes@ieuwa.asn.au 
 

IEU SA - Louise Firrell 
louisef@ieusa.org.au 

Next tLn BOLD Session 
Our BOLD Leadership Narrative: Celebrating Our Philosophy Of Leadership 
Virtual Christmas Drinks and Nibbles - 5 December 2017 7.30pm (Eastern Daylight Saving Time) 
 

The way for women to truly thrive at work and in our lives is to honour ourselves, celebrate our own strengths and 
define our own meanings of success. Let’s take the opportunity as IEU BOLD women to celebrate our BOLD program, 
review our BOLD ideas, actions and plans and discuss how we can lead authentically into a BOLD 2018. 
 

It is easy to register for BOLD tLn sessions at https://www.tln.org.au/IEUABoldWomen/ 

https://www.tln.org.au/Bold-women-recording/
mailto:pam@ieu.asn.au?subject=Facebook%20Group
mailto:toloughlin@ieuvictas.org.au?subject=Facebook%20Group
mailto:cdavies@qieu.asn.au?subject=Facebook%20Group
mailto:kbarnes@ieuwa.asn.au?subject=Facebook%20Group
mailto:louisef@ieusa.org.au?subject=Facebook%20Group
https://www.tln.org.au/IEUABoldWomen/


 IEU BOLD Facebook Group 
An Opportunity to Network 
 

The IEU Women and Leadership Facebook Group provides IEU BOLD women with the 
opportunity to network and share their stories, their expertise and knowledge with each 
other on their journey towards becoming BOLD Leaders for our union. It will also provide 
an opportunity to highlight available professional development opportunities.  

 

Interested in joining the Facebook Group? Send your email to the  IEU Women and 
Equity committee member in your IEU Branch. 

Anna Stewart Memorial Project SA 2017 
Kirsty Hall 

IEU SA BOLD Woman 

This year, I was selected to be part of SA Unions Anna Stewart Memorial Project; a programme that brings together 
women from Unions all over South Australia to share, learn and grow together as women unionists and to, ultimately, 
encourage other women to become a bigger part of the Union movement.  

No article about this project would be complete without a brief mention of the 
woman whose legacy is celebrated every year, across all states in Australia. 
Anna Stewart was a passionate, amazing unionist. In the 1970s and 80s she 
fought for maternity rights, for childcare provisions, initiated and argued work 
value cases, initiated campaigns against sexual harassment. Most of all, she is 
remembered as ‘working tirelessly to involve women directly in deciding on 
principals and priorities to put before unions and government, in order to 
achieve real opportunities for women’. 

For two weeks, I and a group of 13 women, learnt all about Anna; her life, the 
challenges and difficulties she faced and her passionate commitment to 
fairness and equity. In short, we were immersed in the legacy of Anna Stewart. 
Through the example of Anna, we learnt to be bold and not to let others 
intimidate us.  

My favourite Anna story is when she was taken out for a lunch meeting as the 
only woman in a group of men. The ‘restaurant’ was a topless bar and clearly the intention was to humiliate, and 
intimidate Anna. The men in the group waited for her reaction. However, Anna sat down, ordered a drink and a meal 
and began negotiations! The upper hand was clearly hers and she walked away from that lunch meeting very happy 
with the agreements she had brokered.  

As part of our two weeks of learning, we also explored the history of unionism in Australia and all the benefits won by 
the actions and campaigns of unionists. We also had the opportunity to tour Parliament House, with the wonderful 
Frances Bedford MP, Deputy Speaker and Chairman of Committees, as our guide. Here we learnt more about the 
connection between government and unions. Many of you may remember the Australia of the past where women had to 
relinquish their government jobs once they were married. It was the union movement which fought to change this (and 
won!). We also shared lunch with the Hon Katrine Hildyard MP, former Secretary of the Australian Services Union and 
also an ASMP alumni, who delivered an inspiring speech about the programme’s worth and her own commitment to the 
working people of South Australia.  

An important part of the project was spending time in our own unions and vising other unions, with all participants 
gaining valuable insights into the inner workings of unions and the challenges that all unions currently face. Indeed, 
when we look at the history of any of our industries, from manufacturing, to health care to education, unions have 
always been there, fighting for workers’ rights and ensuring equity is a reality for as many workers as possible. Yet still 
there is much to do- and in odd way it was reassuring to hear that some of the issues that we may think are particular to 

our sector are also issues that others struggle with. It is 
these issues which unite all unionists because together we 
are stronger. We must look further than just our own union 
in order to send a strong message of unity and support. 
We must be socially active and we must all stand together 
regardless of our industries and demand a fair deal for all. 

The Anna Stewart Memorial project afforded me two 
weeks of complete and utter union immersion; it reinforced 
my passion for social justice and my commitment to the 
union movement. I am very privileged to have been a part 
of the 2017 programme in South Australia and would like 
to thank the IEU SA branch for supporting my application. 

Interested in the Anna Stewart Project? Contact your 
IEU Women and Equity committee member in your IEU 
Branch for information. 



BOLD Around The Country 
 

IEU SA - Louise Firrell 
It has been an exciting year for IEU SA BOLD women participants. From accessing further studies in Masters in 
Educational Leadership and stepping up to lead union members in the schools as workplace reps, our IEU SA BOLD 

women are taking up the women and leadership challenge. 
 

The WRAW (Women Rights At Work) chats have been a very useful tool to identify 
shared issues and develop the BOLD agenda for the group. It is has been wonderful 
to see the sharing of experiences and support through reflective conversations across 
the group. This mentoring via professional conversations is essential to sound 
leadership development. 
 

As well, on 27 September, IEU BOLD women organised the IEU SA women’s dinner 
where guest speaker, MLC Tammy Franks provided a lively presentation: ‘Don’t be 
so polite girls, women taking up space’. 

 

Next year will be bigger and better with participants enrolling in the ACTU delegates’ training in Adelaide so that they 
can continue to lead, build and strengthen our union in schools. 
 

IEU WA - Kathryn Barnes 
A lively and energetic group of union women make up the IEU 
WA BOLD network. The network has been active in supporting 
a variety of activities including participation in the tLn course 
on education leadership as well as participating in the WA 
Unions committees and delegate training. 
 

With regular teleconferences, the group has been able to 
overcome distances and get together to chat about issues 
affecting women. 
 

Recently, Rachel Cosentino, lawyer at Slater and Gordon 
Lawyers, met with IEU WA BOLD women to discuss equal 
opportunity at the workplace and a lively conversation was 
held. 
 

IEU NSW/ACT - Pam Smith 
IEU NSW/ACT BOLD women have been active in the rolling stop work actions 
across NSW and ACT in support of working rights of members in 500 NSW 
and ACT Catholic schools. It is this very leadership that makes our union 
strong and defends our members’ basic industrial rights. 
 

As well this collective action, IEU NSW/ACT Bold women have joined with 
other union women at the Unions NSW rally in October in support of paid 
family and domestic violence leave. 
 

In addition to the member action, 
the IEU NSW/ACT BOLD women 

continue to access many varied professional development opportunities. 
Along with attendance at a very successful Unions NSW Equal Pay Dinner 
on 13 September, the IEU 2017 western Sydney women’s forum was held 
on 19 October at Catherine McAuley Westmead where IEU BOLD women 

heard from NSW Supreme Court 
Justice Julia Lonergan and IEU 
member and Giants AFLW captain 
Amanda Farrugia. Other regional women’s events have been held this year 
in Wollongong, Newcastle, Port Macquarie, Ballina and Tamworth. 
 

As well, the IEU NSW/ACT BOLD Women group are also participating in  the 
Unions NSW mentoring pilot program which was launched on 25 October 
2017. The mentoring program is designed to 
foster supportive relationships between 
women, creating a space to provide personal 

and professional support, debrief and discuss work challenges and achievements and/
or develop career goals. The IEU NSW/ACT has three IEU BOLD Women mentees in 
the program and two IEU BOLD mentors. The program is currently a pilot but the 
intention is to have a successful roll out to other affiliates and women members. 
 

The 2018 Women’s conference planning is underway and is scheduled for the 17 
August. 



IEU BOLD Women in Action 
 

Attention IEU BOLD Women!  
 

We need photos from you highlighting IEU BOLD women in action. 
 

Your photos will create further interest in our IEU Women and  Leadership 
Facebook group and give substance to our BOLD newsletter. 
 

So come on! Pick up your phone and snap an IEU BOLD woman in action - 
singles and groups. 
 

Email your photos to ccooper@qieu.asn.au  
 

IEU VICTAS - Therese O’Loughlin 
Following the BOLD Conference in March this year the BOLD VICTAS Women have been 
active in their own workplaces, the IEU more broadly and in the events at the Victorian 
Trades Hall Council (VTHC). 
 

In Vic/Tas we are planning to create a new Women and Equity Committee in 2018 and 
look forward to our BOLD IEU Women taking the lead in this group. We also want to open 
the group up to more wonderful BOLD IEU women.  
 

We are really happy to announce in VIC TAS that we have 6 (5 VIC, 1 TAS) new BOLD 
women coming onto our Committee of Management at the end of the year. This is a great 
experience and ‘learning curve’ for members and we know they will each make a really 
positive contribution to the life and direction of our branch.  
 

The launch of our first BOLD Seminar kicked off in October with a TLN Webinar: Leading 
at Work and in Life/ Women Leading Change. It was the first time some of our BOLD 
women had participated in a webinar and we know they are keen for more. 

 

The seminar was led by Lisa Heap, Lead Organiser of the Women’s Team at the 
VTHC. In the introduction of the program Lisa guided us through her own 
‘leadership narrative’. Over the course of an hour we were interactively involved 
with discussion about: the frameworks for leading/ the difference between 
leadership and management/ how to recognise workplace leaders and finally an 
‘ask’, that we go away and develop our own ‘leadership narrative’. Certainly this 
was a great opportunity for learning and to once again be energised in our BOLD 
journey. Importantly it has provided the path way for further PD; the establishment 
of our own leadership narrative or philosophy which will guide us in our 
leadership. We are going have our next seminar in December and wrap this 
around ‘virtual Christmas drinks and snacks’.  

 

2017 also saw the unveiling of the (National) BOLD Women and Leadership Facebook Page. As with start of life for all 
Facebook pages, so too for BOLD but now we are there and members are using it every day! 

 
IEUA-QNT - Caryl Davies 

Members of the QNT BOLD program have, since the March conference, 
taken on a more active role in their union, undertaken further 
professional development, committed to volunteer/fundraising programs 
or have reported becoming more aware of the choices they are making 
in their every day life. We have also had members undertake the Anna 
Stewart program and establish women and leadership groups at their 
own workplaces. This has resulted in feminist book clubs, sessions on 
the concrete ceiling and women supporting women in their workplaces. 
All of these sessions have 
been run by BOLD women 
for BOLD women.  
 

The QNT Equity Committee has also seen an 
increase in numbers of five new members who 
attended the program and an additional four 
people who were able to join our committee as a 
result of work from the program but who were not 
able to attend the program itself. This has meant 
that we have more BOLD women having an active 
voice in our union! 



Character Strengths 
(Extract from Megan Dalla-Camina  Lead Like A Woman and VIA Survey) 

 

Our character strengths represent our patterns of thinking, feeling and behaving that when exercised, engage and 
energise us to perform at our best levels. 
 

In fact, research has found that 
developing our strengths is not only good 
for our well being, but also for our work 
performance. 
 

Unfortunately, many of us are blind to our 
strengths. We are ‘programmed” to find 
the negative. If we think about a situation 
where we received mostly positive 
feedback, but have also received some 
negative feedback, we can readily 
identify this “programming”. We will 
disproportionately  focus on the negative 
feedback.  
 

It seems that while we may have no 
problem listing our weaknesses, the 
ability to name our top five strengths is 
something many of us will struggle with. 
 

Our character strengths are part of our 
personality and are what helps us put our 
goals into action. 
 

Identifying Your  Character Strengths 
An incredibly helpful tool that can shed 
light on how we can work with our strengths is the VIA Survey (www.viacharacter.org).  
 

Action: Take the VIA Survey and then think about the following: 
1. How do you feel about the strengths identified by the survey? Were you surprised by any of the identified strengths?  

Share your strengths with someone who knows you well. Ask them what they would consider to be your strengths?   
2. Think back on some of your high-point moments, when you felt engaged, energized, and enjoying the work you were 

doing.  What makes this moment so memorable?  Which strengths were you using? 
3. Think back on a time when you missed an opportunity because you lacked confidence or feared failure or 

procrastinated too long.  What was holding you back?  Which of your strengths were you underplaying? 
4. Share your answers with your IEU BOLD women colleagues on Facebook or in your Branch groups. 
 

Let’s Do Some Character Strength Spotting 
Our life can be broken down into many stories. Some big and important, while others more mundane. But our character 
strengths prevail throughout all these stories. 
 

Action: Write about one story in your life.  
It could be a story of when you were at your best. It could be a significant positive time. Write it as a story – with a 
beginning, a body and a conclusion. What happened? What were the actions/reactions of yourself and other characters 
in the story? What was the outcome? Was that anticipated? 
 

Now, read through the story and identify your character strengths.   
 

You may have actually used words directly which identify a character strength (e.g. Kindness or Creativity) or you may 
have used adjectives or verbs which are synonymous with a character strength (e.g. novelty or interest in new things 
would identify the character strength Curiosity). 
 

While we will find character strengths in abundance in the significant life stories, we will also find character strengths in 
the mundane. Try it!.  
 

Action: Write about your morning.  
Getting ready for work, having breakfast. What were your conversations and your thoughts on the new day? Locate your 
character strengths in this story. How do they compare with your first story? 
 

Share this with other IEU BOLD women. 
 

Our character strengths are the  pathways to the outcomes which we are trying to achieve. When we are aware of them 
and able to develop them ,we are then able to make mindful choices about which strengths will serve us best in different 
situations and for different outcomes.  
 

This is the kind of self awareness that will enable us to be truly authentic in our leadership journey . 

http://www.viacharacter.org

